ABSTRACT Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has increasingly come to dominate brain mapping research, as it provides a dynamic view of brain matter. Feature selection or extraction methods play an important role in the successful application of machine learning techniques to classifying fMRI data by appropriately reducing the dimensionality of the data. While whole-brain fMRI data contains large numbers of voxels, the curse of dimensionality problem may limit the feature selection/extraction and classification performance of traditional methods. In this paper, we propose a novel framework based on a tensor neural network (TensorNet) to extract the essential and discriminative features from the whole-brain fMRI data. The tensor train model was employed to construct a simple and shallow neural network and compress a large number of network weight parameters. The proposed framework can avoid the curse of dimensionality problem, and allow us to extract effective patterns from the whole-brain fMRI data. Furthermore, it reveals a new perspective for analyzing complex fMRI data with a large numbers of voxels, through compressing the number of parameters in a neural network. Experimental results confirmed that our proposed classification framework based on TensorNet outperforms traditional methods based on an SVM classifier for multi-class fMRI data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past several decades, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been employed in the domain of medicine and disease diagnosis, along with the development of magnetic resonance-compatible systems. It can detect brain activities efficiently, and provide powerful tools to encode/decode brain states. Due to the dimensionality issue it is very difficult to analyze all the pixels in whole brain. Therefore, the method of extracting or selecting essential features from fMRI data is important for detection of brain disease.
Recently, various machine learning methods have been employed for the classification of brain images obtained from fMRI data [17] . Carmi et al. [5] presented an approach based on isometric transformations and Bayesian estimation in compressive sensing for fMRI classification. Meszlenyi et al. [19] confirmed that dynamic time warping based on functional connectivity analysis can also provide a good performance for the classification of fMRI data. However, owing to the complexity of fMRI images the neuromotor time-space model is difficult to establish. Therefore, statistical analysis is widely employed as the primary processing method [34] . Feature extraction/selection is a suitable preprocessing approach for fMRI classification. Univariate and multivariate feature selection are two of the most important methods [21] . Mutual information (MI) is a popular VOLUME 6, 2018 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ choice for univariate feature selection, which quantifies the statistical dependence between two random variables. Dimensionality reduction methods, such as principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA), are traditionally applied to extract features from fMRI data. Risk et al. [26] confirmed that their method ProDenICA can provide a better performance in analyzing resting state fMRI data. Abolghasemi et al. [1] achieved a good accuracy in detecting activated regions in the brain using the incoherent K-SVD method. Ferdowsi et al. [9] showed that applying a constraint optimization method based on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) can improve fMRI detection performance. Kampa et al. [14] presented a framework for feature selection by integrating sparse optimization for regularization and classification. The above approaches usually reshape the fMRI into a long vector with high dimensionality, while vectorization will result in the curse of dimensionality, and may undermine the natural spatial structure of fMRI data.
Various tensor-based methods have previously been applied to fMRI classification, to preserve the essential features and spatial structure. Ma et al. [18] presented a method called spatio-temporal tensor kernel (STTK) for fMRI feature extraction. To represent relationships among all modes of fMRI data, Barnathan et al. [3] introduced a general hybrid tensor and wavelet framework to simulate wholebrain fMRI, and achieved an outstanding performance for scaling functional neuroimaging. Helwig and Hong [12] pointed out the limitations of tensor probabilistic independent component analysis (TPICA) in small-to-moderate deviations when analyzing multi-subject whole-brain fMRI data, and demonstrated the advantage of parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) in some cases, where the underlying component may have spatially overlapping voxel activation patterns. In order to explore some advantages of modeling multiple factor frameworks found in image sets, Park [25] proposed multifactor kernel principal component analysis (MKPCA), and achieved a good performance in fMRI classification. Andersen and Rayens [2] employed the PARAFAC model to perform a multiway analysis of fMRI data from multiple runs of a bilateral finger-tapping paradigm. Park et al. proposed a multilinear principal component analysis (MPCA) generated from standard PCA to extract features from natural tensor representations of whole-brain fMRI [29] . Kuncheva et al. [17] used random subspace ensembles to classify fMRI data, where random subspaces sample high-level features from the original feature set, and the final classification result was obtained by either majority voting or the averaging of output probabilities.
With the development of deep learning, neural networks have become a potential technique for fMRI classification. Kasabov et al. [15] presented a method based on NeuCube SNN, where fMRI data was encoded into spike sequences and input into a 3D SNN reservoir for the learning and classification of cognitive states. Jang et al. [13] employed a multilayer deep belief network (DBN), which was initialized by a pre-trained restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) and tuned across hidden layers to classify fMRI data. Sarraf et al. [28] applied deep learning to Alzeimer's disease classification based on fMRI data, and achieved a good classification performance. Suk et al. [30] proposed a novel architecture for deep learning, which consisted of a special state-space model based on a deep neural network for resting-state fMRI data analysis.
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is a highly popular deep learning approach for fMRI classification, which provides a relatively good performance in many domains of computer vision. CNN requires millions of samples for model training, such as in the well-known ImageNet task [27] . This leads to long training times and the necessity for expensive hardware, which may be incompatible with lowend devices. In order to reduce the restrictions on low-end devices, Novikov et al. [22] proposed the TensorNet algorithm to dramatically decrease the number of parameters in the whole deep neural network by an order of magnitude. TensorNet can preserve the expressive patterns of a layer by using a tensor train (TT) format [23] to approximate the dense weight matrices in the fully connected layers of a CNN.
In this paper, we propose a novel general classification framework based on a tensor train neural network for wholebrain fMRI data. The framework employs a shallow and wide fully-connected neural network with a tensor train layer (TT-layer). The TT-layer has the ability to compress the weight matrix with a low-rank approximation, and allows very wide layers to provide the model with more expressive power. The hierarchical TT-layer architecture with a shallow layer is efficient in extracting latent representations for fMRI data with high dimensionality. Our experimental results indicate that the proposed method outperforms traditional feature extraction/selection methods such as MI, Var, and PCA for fMRI data classification tasks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we first review several preliminary characteristics of tensor algebra. Some concepts and algorithms for TensorNet we use in this paper are presented, and a novel framework for fMRI classification is presented at the end of the section. In Section III, the experimental results based on our proposed framework are presented. Finally, our conclusions are provided in Section IV.
II. METHOD
In this section, we will introduce the tensor neural network in detail, and present a classification framework for multiclass fMRI data.
A. FUNDAMENTALS OF TENSOR ALGEBRA
A tensor (i.e., multiple array) can provide a natural representation [7] for higher order data. An m-order
To provide clarity of the reader, we define some symbols for tensor algebra. One-dimensional arrays as vectors are denoted by lowercase letters (i.e., a). Two-dimensional arrays are called matrices, and denoted by bold upper case letters (e.g., A). Three-dimensional tensors are denoted by underlined bold upper case letters (e.g., A). From the definition of a tensor, we can easily see that tensors are actually generalizations of matrices and vectors. A detailed survey of tensor algebra can be found in [7] . Some special notations and operators of tensor algebra are summarized in Table 1 , and several classical tensor forms are presented in Figure 1 .
The n-mode matricization of an m-order
The n-mode matricization of T is denoted as T (n) . We can represent the n-mode product of a tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×...×I m with a matrix A ∈ R J n ×I n by following equation:
where the tensor Y ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×...I n−1 ×J n ×I n+1 ....×I m , and its elements are defined as follows:
The n-mode product of a tensor X ∈ R I 1 ×I 2 ×...×I m and a vector a ∈ R I n is denoted by the following equation:
where
..I m , and its elements are as follows:
Tensor decomposition plays a significant role in high-order data analysis, and has been widely applied in many domains, such as psychometrics, chemometrics, signal processing, computer vision, and numerical analysis [16] . There are several tensor factorization models that are widely used in the analysis of tensors, including Tucker decomposition [31] , canonical decomposition [11] , [32] , and higher order SVD (HOSVD) [8] . Wu et al. [33] proposed a flexible two-stage algorithm for the K-mode convolutive nonnegative Tucker decomposition (K-CNTD) model, using an alternating least square procedure. Oseledets et al. [23] presented a generalization of high-order tensor SVD, called tensor train-SVD.
B. TENSOR TRAIN
An m-order tensor T can be expressed in TT-format [23] if the element of T in any position can be represented as a multiplication of m matrices:
where the matrices C n [i n ] are the core of the TT-format with size r n−1 × r n . A value r 0 , ..., r n is referred to as the TT-rank in a TT-format, where this definition of rank is different from that in canonical decomposition [11] . Because t i 1 ,i 2 ,....,i m is a scalar, it is easy to impose that r 0 and r m are 1. All the matrices C n [i n ] related to the dimension n build three-dimensional arrays with size Equation (5) can be rewritten in the index form as
Figure 2 presents a representation of the geometric structure of a tensor in TT-format. The TT-format relies on a hierarchical tree structure [4] , [10] , [24] . It is stable and easy to compute the TT-format rank. As well as tensors being represented in TT-format, Novikov et al. [22] showed that a matrix can be expressed in a TT-format called TT-matrix. n i , the element of a matrix P can be reconstructed from m factor matrices in a TT-format as follows:
where e(t) = (e 1 (r) [22] . Given a tensor T with the rank bounded by r k , the best representation of T, denoted as T best , always exists in the Frobenius norm, with the TT-rank bounded by r k . The TT-format A computed by the TT-SVD algorithm [23] is quasi-optimal:
C. TT-LAYER
In order to compress a very large-scale weight matrix in the fully-connected layer, it can be represented in the TT-format. The fully-connected layer stores a weight matrix in the TT-format as a TT-layer, and a neural network with a TT-layer is called a TensorNet.
The mapping between the input and output of a tensorizing neural network in a fully-connected layer is the same as that of a conventional convolutional neural network. The input vector x is mapped to the output vector y = Wx + b with the weight matrix W in fully-connected layers, which can be written in tensorized tensor train format [22] .
The TT-layer approximately represents the weight W of the fully-connected layer in TT-format, allowing the use of hundreds of thousands (or even millions) of hidden units with a modest number of parameters. The model of the neural network used in this paper is illustrated in Figure 3 . In order to control the number of parameters in the fully-connected layer, the number of hidden units can also be changed depending on the TT-rank of the weight matrix. Novikov et al. [22] replaced the fully-connected layer with a TT-layer in a TensorNet, which turned a m-order input tensor X into a m-order output tensor Y using a weight matrix W in TT-format, as we described above. The mapping of the TT-layer in a TensorNet can be expressed in tensor form using equation (9) In order to optimize the solution of the weight matrix W, the gradient of the error function for all parameters is first calculated in order to estimate the fastest descent direction of the estimating parameter. In the next step, the parameters along this direction are updated using the gradient weighted by the learning rate. The learning of parameters in the TT-layer also adopts this idea. The computation of the gradient is the most important step in back-propagation.
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FIGURE 3. The proposed neural network model based on tensor train (TT).
Because of the direct computation of the gradient of the loss function L with respect to the weight matrix W requiring huge memory, it may be impossible to run this computation on a low-end device. Therefore, in the learning of the TT-layer the gradient of the loss function L with respect to the weight matrix W is replaced by the loss function L with respect to the core tensors C n , as follows:
Before updating the core tensor C n , the equation (9) can be rewritten in TT-format to simplify the expression, using equation (11) .
When the matrix W is converted to TT-format, it is clear that we can only use the values in position (i n ,j n ) of the core C n to calculate the gradient of the loss function L with respect to the core C n by fixing the values of the others. Note that the gradient of the loss function L with respect to the n-th core in position (i n ,j n ) can be calculated by applying the chain rule, as follows:
As stated in [22] , it will be shown that
is a linear function of the core C n [i n , j n ], with the gradient as follows:
In order to accelerate the calculation process, it is convenient to define the partial sum vectors r k [j − n , j n , i
+ n ] as follows:
Dynamic programming can be employed to calculate the vectors r k [j − n , j n , i n + ] for all possible values of j − n , j n , i n + , and then to obtain the gradient of the loss function L w.r.t. the core tensor C n (n = 1, 2, . . . , m). After the gradient is obtained, the parameters of the network can be updated using standard back-propagation, similar to traditional neural networks.
D. A NOVEL FRAMEWORK BASED ON TENSORNET FOR FMRI CLASSIFICATION
The main objective of this paper is to apply the approach described above to extract the essential and discriminative features from whole-brain fMRI data in fMRI data processing. Using the efficient approximate representation of the weight matrix W, the TensorNet algorithm can be employed to find the most discriminative features for final classification. To evaluate the intrinsic performance of the TensorNet on fMRI data classification, we developed a relatively simple and shallow tensor neural network with the following architecture: A TT-layer with a weight matrix of size 71553 × N (where N is the total number of indices of the output TT-layer, and will be defined in the later part of the experiment), a rectified linear unit (ReLU), and a fully-connected layer with parameters of size N ×r and 1×r, where r is equal to the number of classes for specific tasks.
In Figure 4 , a novel classification framework for fMRI classification based on the TensorNet is illustrated. First, the original fMRI data of size 51 × 61 × 23 is converted into a 4-th order input tensor of size 3 × 17 × 61 × 23 to reduce the computational load. In the preprocessing procedure, the input tensor data is processed using 3D normalization and tensor reshaping. Then, the obtained tensor data is transformed into the TT-layer, i.e., the weight matrix W with size 71553 × N , and reshaped into a tensor of size s × s × s × s (where s is the dimension of each mode of the output tensor in the TT-layer, and may vary in size depending on different tasks) to extract the essential features. The output tensor of the TT-layer is input into a rectified linear unit (ReLU) layer and the fully-connected layer with a weight matrix of size N × r (r being equal to the number of classes for specific tasks). The softmax layer provides the final classification results. The back-propagation algorithm is employed to optimize our neural network with respect to the loss function, in order to obtain more precise classification results.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Extensive experiments were conducted to compare several baseline methods with our TensorNet-based framework. The final results indicated that our proposed approach is highly effective for fMRI classification.
A. DATASET
The CMU Science 2008 fMRI dataset (CMU2008) [20] was used to evaluate the intrinsic performance of TensorNet in fMRI classification. This dataset was investigated to learn the relationships between brain activities and the meanings of nouns [29] . It consisted of eight subjects, and 360 samples were obtained for each subject by viewing 60 different word-picture stimuli. There were 12 different classes (animal, bodypart, building, buildpart, clothing, furniture, insect, kitchen, manmade, tool, vegetable, and vehicle) for each subject, and the size of each tensor sample was 51 × 61 × 23. A detailed description of the classification task is shown in in Table 2 .
B. RESULTS
In this paper, we evaluate our framework and baseline methods on two-class and four-class tasks, and two more challenging additional tasks for fMRI classification consisting of six-class and eight-class tasks, as described in Table 2 .
The classification performance of our proposed framework was compared with baseline methods including MI-based univariate feature selection (MI) [6] , variance-based feature selection (Var), PCA-based feature extraction followed by MI-based and variance-based feature selection (PCA-MI and PCA-Var, respectively), and MPCA-based feature extraction followed by MI feature selection (MPCA-MI). The preprocessing procedures of the baseline methods proceeded according to the framework described in Figure 4 .
We separated the dataset into a training and testing set. The training set included 80% of the total samples, and the testing set comprised the remaining 20%. For example, for the twoclass task there were 360 × 80% × 8 = 2304 training samples and 360 × 20% × 8 = 576 testing samples for a total of eight subjects.
As described in Section II, in all four classification tasks the input tensor size of the TT-layer in the neural network was 3 × 17 × 61 × 23, and the output sizes of the TT-layer for the four different tasks were 10×10×10×10, 14×14×14×14, 14 × 14 × 14 × 14, and 16 × 16 × 16 × 16, respectively. The values of N for the four different tasks were 10,000, 38,416, 38,416, and 65,536, respectively. We set all the TT-ranks of the compressed weight matrix to eight, and then the numbers of parameters in the TT-layer for the four tasks were 52,000, 72,800, 72,800, and 83,200, respectively. According to the design of the network, the TensorNet algorithm is able to compress the number of parameters significantly compared with the weight matrix of a traditional fully connected neural network. In each training epoch, we randomly selected 80% of the samples to train our network, and used the rest of data for evaluation. The final classification results were obtained after 40 epochs. The baseline methods, including the MI, Var, PCA-MI, PCA-Var, and MPCA-MI algorithms, had a similar experimental setup as TensorNet for the model training and evaluation.
In the final classification procedure, an SVM classifier with a linear kernel was applied to classify the extracted features for all five baseline methods. The calculations were repeated 50 times, with training and testing sets randomly selected. The evaluation results for our proposed framework and the baseline methods represent the average accuracies over the 50 repeated runs.
The accuracy of our proposed framework and the baseline methods for fMRI data classification are summarized in Figure 5 . We can observe from Figure 5 that the TensorNet algorithm demonstrated a better performance than the baseline methods. The TensorNet algorithm improved the average accuracy by 2.66% and 2.32% over the PCA-MI algorithm for the general two-class and four-class tasks, respectively. In the challenging tasks (six-class and eight-class), the average classification accuracy confirmed again that our proposed framework based on TensorNet was better than other state-of-the-art methods. The results suggest that the TensorNet algorithm could extract higher-order features more efficiently for classification, and reduce the curse of dimensionality problem.
C. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel framework to more efficiently and accurately extract features and improve the performance of fMRI classification based on the TensorNet algorithm. Our proposed framework employed a simple and shallow network to achieve a better feature extraction and classification performance for whole-brain fMRI data. Compared with traditional neural network methods, such as convolutional neural networks, our framework is relatively simple, and provides the possibility of achieving an efficient classification performance for whole-brain fMRI data on low-end devices. The tensor train model was applied to compress the weight parameters of the network. The transformation of the weight matrix in a fully-connected layer using the TT-format led to a block-fully-connected structure in the fully-connected layer. After the input and output of the TT-layer were converted to tensors of certain dimensions, the weight matrix underwent a large-scale split into several small-scale matrices, whose dimensions were set according to the sizes of the input and output tensors, in order to block-fully connect the samples. We refer to this calculation method as block-fully-connection. Owing to the block-fullyconnection, the number of parameters of the TT-layer is considerably reduced compared to the fully-connected layer. For whole-brain fMRI data, our proposed framework can reduce the curse of dimensionality problem by exploiting the inherent redundancy in neural networks to achieve a drastic reduction in model size. Furthermore, our framework can speed up the training rate, which is a challenging task for fMRI classification because of its large numbers of voxels. The number of parameters of the neural network was compressed by transferring the matrix in the fully-connected layer to TT-format. The proposed method achieved a slightly better classification performance than traditional methods for fMRI data. Future studies will attempt to optimize the architecture of TensorNet, and investigate its application to multimodal MRI processing.
IV. CONCLUSION
The classification of whole-brain fMRI data is an important and challenging emerging task. In order to extract effective patterns and reduce the curse of dimensionality, we employed the TensorNet algorithm to perform feature extraction and classification. The tensor train model was applied to compress the weight parameters and speed up the training procedure. From our extensive experimental results, we concluded that the proposed framework based on the TensorNet algorithm provides a better overall classification performance than other state-of-the-art methods applied until now for fMRI classification tasks. VOLUME 6, 2018 
